A Portrait of Ray

starring Broadway’s
Dwayne Clark as Ray Charles

“Dwayne Clark is quite the entertainer, comparable to the likes of a Cab Calloway or Sammy Davis Jr”
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A NOTE FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

My husband, Dwayne Clark, has graced nearly a dozen Broadway stages over the last 20 years. From the moment we met (while sharing the stage in a 2003 Broadway production), I knew he was a brilliant performer. But all the Broadway stages that I’ve seen him on over the years didn’t compare with one particular performance of his that blew me away.

Dwayne has always had a heart for the Senior community, and one of his favorite things to do is bring what he calls “an hour of music therapy” to assisted living facilities in the New Jersey/ New York area. He sings everything from Sinatra to Louis Armstrong, from Frankie Valley to Marvin Gaye. It’s beautiful to witness the joy on the resident’s faces and in their hearts as they mouth every lyric, almost as if - for that one hour, they are transported to an earlier time.

But on one particular occasion - Dwayne tried something new. He took out a pair of sunglasses and he said: “When I put on these here glasses, you can no longer refer to me as Dwayne, you can only call me Ray! Alright?”

The residents roared “yes!” so enthusiastically, that for a moment I completely forgot where I was! It was as if we had catapulted to a concert hall in the 1960’s. As he sang one Ray Charles hit after another - the residents sang along out with passion and fervor - as if Ray Charles was standing right in front of them!

When Dwayne sang his final selection: “America” - there was not a dry eye in the room. Giving an actual standing ovation was not possible for many of the residents due to physical limitations - but the ovation was deeply felt. I knew right then and there that Dwayne had found something really special. He channeled Ray Charles in such an authentic and organic way, and I knew from that moment on that Ray Charles would be a big part of our lives.

Ray Charles defied labels and categories, asserting his musical artistry and creativity to establish a singular musical voice. In an industry where musical categories have long been marketed by race, crossing over from one genre to another had both an artistic and a social impact. Ray Charles challenged expectations of how black artists should sound and the kinds of music they should perform. The sheer scale of his talent appealed to audiences, black and white, bringing him unprecedented popularity and success. He was a true “Vanguard,” a person at the forefront in new developments or ideas. We are honored to salute him with A Portrait of Ray.

Join us on a journey back to Ray Charles’ hometown of Greenville, FL in 1967 and get to know this talented, yet highly complicated music visionary. If at moments you feel the urge to sing along, or dance in your seats - by all means do! We encourage you to be an active member of our cast!

Please take your places!

Janeece Freeman Clark

Founding Artistic Director,
Vanguard Theater Company
VANGUARD THEATER COMPANY
PRESENTS
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Dwayne Clark is a celebrated actor, singer, educator, performance coach and motivational speaker. For over two decades he has graced Broadway, off-Broadway, film, television, national and international stages to critical acclaim. His passion for people and the arts have made him a versatile person and performer. Clark made his NY Opera Debut as ‘Sportin Life’ with New York City Opera in 2000. Shortly after, he portrayed the character in the Emmy Nominated Live at Lincoln Center broadcast of Porgy and Bess—and was said to be “a limber Tenor with athleticism and grace” New York Times. The historic event was directed by Tazwell Thompson and conducted by John Demain. Most recently Dwayne portrayed ‘Sportin Life’ with the Mexican National Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Carlos Miguel Prieto; with the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra; The New Orleans Opera; and The Fresno Grand Opera. Mr. Clark has also toured Italy and Germany in the role with New York Harlem Productions--directed by the great Larry Marshall and conducted by Bill Barkhamer.

Dwayne has also had an extensive Broadway career. Most recently, Dwayne appeared in the Tony and Grammy Award winning revival of The Color Purple. He has also performed in Spiderman Turn Off The Dark directed by Julie Taymor at the Foxwoods Theater in NYC. He was in the Tony award winning Broadway cast of In The Heights where he portrayed the character of “Benny” many times, and Cry Baby the musical in the role of “Dupree.” Other Broadway credits include: Urinetown The Musical, directed by John Rando; Smokey Joe’s Café under the direction of Jerry Zacks; and Tarzan The Musical where he played “Terk”, that allowed him the opportunity to perform with Phil Collins on a promotional tour.

Other favorite performances include: My Favorite Broadway—PBS performing with Nathan Lane, Darius DeHaas, and Michael McElroy; Featured vocalist with the Broadway Inspirational Voices; Opening act at the Motown Café New York for the Temptations, 4 tops, Martha Reeves and the Vandellas, and Diana Ross. Some of Dwayne’s favorite Regional credits include: Tick Tick Boom, ‘Michael’ and ‘Andre’ in Ain’t Misbehavin’. Additionally, Dwayne has appeared on screen in EAT, PRAY, LOVE and The Michael Fox Show, and many others.

Dwayne Clark's voice can be heard in national radio voice overs for McDonalds, Sierra Mist, Sprite, Dominos Pizza, Public Service Announcements and on his podcast Inspirations by Dwayne on Anchor Radio. Also Mr. Clark is the featured voice of “Playground” an audio book about bullying from writer Curtis “50 cent’ Jackson. Mr Clark has also voiced ebooks which can be heard on audible. Mr. Clark is also an author of children’s books. One on One From Dad To Son Lessons in basketball, and discipline. Me My Mom And My First Violin, and Christmas, Family, and Basketball From the Garden State to the Great Lakes all on Amazon. The versatile Mr. Clark was seen in a Nike basketball freestyle commercial/video which featured some of the best NBA, WNBA, and street basketball legends. Mr. Clark is currently working on a new musical called Paradise Square which opens on Broadway April 3rd 2022. Many Thanks to Vanguard for living the Dream. All my love to JJ, Dj, and Janeece Freeman Clark.

https://www.youth-motivator.com/
Patrisha Gibson, originally from the UK, has always been passionate about performing. As a child she started her training as a dancer and trained in classical ballet. Later on she took classes at Alvin Ailey American Dance school. But she had a desire to sing as well. So, in High School she auditioned and was cast in *The Wiz* as Dorothy. That’s when her love for musicals took center stage. Patrisha continued her training at The Studio New York, Acting Conservatory. Later she toured internationally with the Glory Gospel Singers. Also toured with Networks National Tour of *Hairspray*. For regional houses she performed in *DreamGirls*, *Hairspray*, *Smokey Joe’s Cafe*. She joined the Vanguard Theater family in the production of *Memphis, Music Man* and *A Portrait of Ray*. On screen, she can be seen in the TV series, *A Crime to Remember* and the upcoming film *After the Wait*. Patrisha is grateful for all the opportunities that God has opened up to her. And to her family and friends who have walked this journey with her.

Malissa Hanson who plays a roaring “Raelette” is extremely proud to be a part of the cast of *A Portrait of Ray*. Malissa resides in Newark, New Jersey and is a devoted performing artist with substantial work on stage and throughout the arts arena. She also offers her gift of teaching and encouragement to young leaders in her community as well as over her social media platform. Some of Malissa’s accolades include being a two-time finalist at the Apollo Amateur Night Competition, a Star-Ledger Performing Arts Scholar, and was privileged to sing with the likes of Quincy Jones, Eartha Kitt, Star Jones, Camille Cosby and many others. Malissa would like to thank her family and friends who have supported her journey to the stage: whether a word of encouragement, a prayer, loving criticism or putting up with her countless vocal and acting outbursts.

Triana Jackson is thrilled to once again perform as a “Raelette” in the cast of *A Portrait of Ray*. Triana is a recent graduate of New York University Tisch school of the arts, where she received her BFA in Drama. Triana is a commercial artist and has worked with national brands such as Nike and Door-dash. Her other recent credits include “Eve” in the Pigeonholed Theatre Company production of *Eve*, “Lady Macbeth” in *Macbeth* with NYU and the Stella Adler Acting Studio, “Emily Webb” in *Our Town* with Stella Adler Studios, as well as “Aiyana Jones” in *Letters in the Dirt* at the Tank. Triana has been performing for many years in the fields of dance, singing and theatre and plans to continue her arts education in the future. Much love and thanks to all of my friends and family for all of their love and support!

Leah Jenea Many will recall Leah Jenea from her dazzling debut on Fox’s *The Four: Battle For Stardom*, where she wowed the judges as one of the show’s youngest competitors and quickly rose to become a fan favorite. Her 2018-2020 was filled with well-deserved success, though her 2022 is about to one up the previous year. Leah Jenea released her debut album “Crooked Love Story” in July 2020, which a dedication to her experiences in love through the lenses of many. The 21-year-old upstart crafted music that melds the old school with the new school. Born and raised in Newark, New Jersey, it seems as though Leah entered the world with headphones on. Her mother Janine would often sing to her, while her father (rapper Left Gunnz) taught her the art of rap. That duality would follow her through childhood to now in her young adult life.

Shania Mundy is from New Orleans, Louisiana and has been performing since she was 4 years old. In February 2020, Shania graduated with her Bachelor's Degree from
AMDA College of the Performing Arts. Credits include: Aida (Aida), Anabel (Lucky Stiff), and she's been a lead vocalist in Elegant Music Group's Hyde Park. Shania also enjoys writing original music and plans to record her own jazz album in the future! When she's not on stage, Shania enjoys watching her favorite TV shows, meditating, and cooking.

Janeece Freeman Clark (Director) is a Professor of Theater at Seton Hall University, where she also serves as special advisor to the Arts Council. As a Theater Director, her New York productions of Everything is Fine Until It’s Not, and A Portrait of Ray, have won numerous awards and critical acclaim. Her production of Showtime with Shakespeare premiered at Geostreet Playhouse and NJPAC, followed by two successful national tours. Janeece is the founding Artistic Director of Vanguard Theater Company, based in Montclair, NJ. Under Janeece’s direction Vanguard has presented NYC productions of: Runaways, Spring Awakening, Two Gentlemen of Verona, Children’s Letters to God, A Little Princess and NJ productions of Memphis, Hairspray, Heathers, Carrie, The Music Man, and Songs For A New World (film). In addition to VTC's theatrical season offerings, their robust educational programming equips the younger generation with the tools to be professional performers as well as gatekeepers within the industry. Signature programs such as: Broadway Buddy pairs Broadway artists with mentees who are aspiring to a professional career in the industry; VTC Next trains and mentors a diverse group of up-and-coming “theater-gatekeepers” (writers, producers, directors, choreographers, stage managers, etc.); and DreamVTC teaches the importance of artist activism alongside performance skills. Janeece has cultivated and produced video media revolving around the “Origins of Blackface Minstrelsy”; she has presented TedX talks centered on Diversity and Inclusion; and has created theatrical curriculum for institutions such as New Jersey Performing Arts Center, where she is in residence. Janeece received her Bachelor’s degree from the University of Michigan and her Masters from Rider University. As an actor, Janeece has appeared on Broadway, off-Broadway, national tours, television, film, commercials, and voiceovers. Janeece resides in South Orange, NJ and married to Broadway Actor, Dwayne Clark, with whom she shares two children: Jada & DJ who’ve been a part of every VTC Kids production.
MUSICAL NUMBERS

A PORTRAIT OF RAY
Greenville, Florida 1967

ACT ONE

ONE MINT JULIP by Rudy Toombs
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL by Sam Thear
YOU DON’T KNOW ME by Cindy Walker
BUSTED by Harlan Howard

Church
HALLELUJAH I JUST LOVE HER SO by Ray Charles

Woman
I GOT A WOMAN by Ray Charles and Renald Richard
NIGHTIME IS THE RIGHT TIME by Roosevelt Sykes
HIT THE ROAD JACK by Percy Mayfield

Heroine
I DON’T NEED NO DOCTOR by Nick Ashford, Valerie Simpson

George & Mama
DROWN IN MY OWN TEARS by Henry Glover
HARD TIMES by Ray Charles

ACT TWO

Money
UNCHAIN MY HEART by Bobby Sharp
WHAT KIND OF MAN ARE YOU by Ray Charles

Country
CRYIN’ TIME by Buck Owens
HEY GOOD LOOKIN’ by Hank Williams
I CAN’T STOP LOVING YOU by Don Gibson
WHAT’D I SAY by Ray Charles

MLK
GEORGIA by Hoagy Carmichael and Stuart Gorrell
AMERICA Music by Samuel A. Ward, Lyrics by Katharine Lee Bates
Entrees
Lobster Mac & Cheese $20
Shrimp & Grits $18
Chicken & waffles $17
Chicken & Choice of 2 sides $17

Sides A La Carte
Fried Green Tomatoes $12
Mac & Cheese $6
Candied Yams $6
Collard Greens $6

Desserts
Peach Cobbler $8
Sweet Potato Pie $8

* 18% gratuity included in all prices
Chef June Williams: betterjune@yahoo.com

SPECIAL RAY MERCHANDISE
Unframed Limited Edition Event Poster $10
Framed Limited Edition Event Poster $25
Limited Edition “Ray” Whiskey Glass $20
be a part of the
D.R.E.A.M.

MAKE A DONATION: every donation to our not-for-profit company is an investment in our dream of uniting people and changing lives through the magic of innovative storytelling. No donation is too small (or big)! Pick up an envelope in the lobby, donate through our website, or mail your tax deductible donation to Vanguard Theater Company, PO Box 409, Montclair, NJ 07042

DONATE YOUR EXPERTISE:
Do you have experience with:
* Donor Development and Fundraising:
* Graphic Design
* Marketing
* Grant Writing
* Bookkeeping

DONATE YOUR TIME:
Contact us at vanguard@dreamvtc.org

JOIN US IN BEING THE CHANGE WE WISH TO SEE IN THE WORLD
#dreamVTC @vtcnj vanguard@dreamvtc.org
VANGUARD THEATER COMPANY
180 Bloomfield Ave, Montclair, NJ
PO BOX 409, Montclair, NJ 07042
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In 2021:
WE COLLABORATED WITH:
Lifelong Montclair
Out Montclair
Nassau’s Place
Montclair Film
Darkness Rising
Integrated Care Concepts
Montclair Neighborhood Development Corp.
Montclair African American Heritage Foundation
Montclair Local
The Actors Fund

WE SERVED:
Over 16,000 audience members
In-person and virtually
Over 1700 cast members;

OUR CASTS AND AUDIENCES WERE:
BIPoC - 44%
Hispanic: 10%
Asian American: 6%
White: 49%
Female: 50%
Male: 35%
Non-Binary: 15%

#FundTheDream
Thank YOU for Your Support - Every Donation, Every Amount, Helps Us #fundtheDREAM!
Thank you for your support - every donation, every amount, helps us #fundtheDREAM!
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KIM SINES
KIMBERLY DAVIS
KIMBERLY LOUIS
KIMBERLY MARABLE
KIMBERLY MUY
KIRSTEN LEVINGTON
KIT MOULTON
KIYANA GLASS-MILLER
KORINA INSANA
KRIS RAMANATHAN
KRISTINA KENDALL
KRISTY GRAVES
KYA SINGLETON
LACHELLE PARRISH
LARRY LEATHERWOOD
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LAUR GREENBERG
LAURA HOFFMAN
LAURA DUFFY
LAURA MARCHESI
LAURA CIOLKOWSKI
LAURA FRENCH
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LAUREN MANCUSO
LAUREN GRANT
LAUREN JOHNSON
LAUR ROTHSTEIN
LAUR BAKER
LAURIE KROLL
LAWRENCE DANDRIDGE
LAYLA DEHNAVI
LEAH SILLS
LEAH MICHALOS
LEAH ROZENFELD SILLS
LEAN DE LANO
LEATH NIBLEY
LEIDENE C. KING
LENVX ROSE
LEONARD J. ZIMMERMAN
LESLEY ANN ADAMS
LESLIE SILVERMAN
LEZLI LEVENE HARVELL
LEZLIE MCKENZIE
LIBBY KREUTZ
LILLIAN NASH
LILLIAN ARGILAGOS
LINDA DIMICHINO
LINDA CRANSTON
LINDA VENGOFF
LINDSAY ROBERTS
LIONEL ANICETTE
LISA MAXWELL
LISA LAZARUS
LISA MIHALY
LISA ALLEN
LISA BASILE
LITZY REYES-POLANCO
LIZ FREIRICH
LIZ ARMSTRONG
LIZ MCCONAHAY
LOIS THOMPSON
LORI PRICE ABRAMS
LORRAINE SALEEM
LUZ MIRANDA-CRESPO
LYDIA BAROVERO
LYDIA RYAN
LYN VAUX
LYNDA DUBOSE
LYNNE OLIVER
LYNNE ROSS
MADELINE GALE
MAGGIE JONES
MARA SILVERMAN
MARANDA FELTON
MARCIA SMITH
MARCIE WALLACE
MARCUS RANDOLPH
MARCUS DANIELS
MARGARET BARBETTA
MARGO WALTON
MARIA ARTIME
MARIA BAROVERO
MARIA DEVICO
MARIA VERSELLA
MARIANNE SWEENEY
MARCIE TAVAKOLI
Marilyn GRAHAM
MARK EGGERT
MARNI RAAB
MARSHA GONZALEZ
MARSHA HAUSMAN
MARY LACEY
MARY ANN BIANCIELLA-THOMAS
MARY ANN MARRESE
MARY ANN FLATT
MARYBETH BOGER
MAURA BORSECKIN
MAUREEN LUDWIG
MAUREEN HAYES
MAYA JOYCE
MAYIDA ZAAL
MEG ZERVOULIS
MELANI WILSON SMITH
MELANI MAE
MELANIE HANSEN
MELANIE HINDS
MELISSA MCHUGH
MELISSA POLANER
MERYL BUDNICK
MICHAEL PIGNALOSO III
MICHAEL MCCOY
Michele Gaskell
MICHELE CHILES-HICKMAN
MICHELE CARR-DONUS
MICHELE FIDDLER
MIKE HANCOCK
MIMI TURQUE
MONA BOEWE
MONICA TAYLOR
MONTSE KIM
MYRON FREEMAN
N VAN WRIGHT
NADINE DUBOIS
NALA KING
NAN GRAHAM
NANCY BRESLIN
NASIR ROPER
NASSANS PLACE
NATALIE STAFFORD
NATASHA MALCOLM
NATHAN MAIRO
NAYAT DOHERTY
NERISSA HOCHENBERG
NICHOLAS AGOSTIN
NICK & MAURA BALABAN
NICOLE ENGLISH
NICOLE PETRICK
NICOLE JOHNSTONE
NICOLE JOHNSON
NICOLE QUINN
NICOLE STOVALL
NIKKITA RICHARDSON
NIKOLE HANNAH-JONES
Thank YOU for Your Support - Every Donation, Every Amount, Helps Us #fundtheDREAM!

NINA SIMMONS
NINA SPORN
NOAH KING
NURRIDIN SHARIF
NYA RIDELEY
NYOBI BODDIE
OMETH VITHANA
OONA CALLENDER
OZIER MUHAMMAD
PAM WEBER-LEAF
PAM WHYTE
PAMELA COLLOFF
PARIMALA AROIKARAJ
PAT SPITALIERI
PAT MORGAN
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PETER KEUNG
PETIA MOROZOV
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SARA MOSLE
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SARAH IDELSON
SARAJANE BOYLE
SEAN MURPHY
SELA MAWIT GETACHEW
SENYA DANI
SEYMON SOLOMON
SHAFFON SOLOMON
SHAI KUSHNER
SHAKIRA SLATET
SHARI DREIER
SHARON BROWN
SHARONDA SCROGGINS
SHEENA KITCHEN
SHELITA CHANDLER
SHEQUERA UPSHAW
SHERI FRIEDMAN
SHERRY HOM
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SONIA VORA
SOPHIA PLAITAKIS
STACEY BRAUN
STACY KILKENNY
STACY MERRIWEATHER FONTIL
STEPHANIE CORLISS
STEPHANIE LAWSON-MUHAMMAD
We are so grateful to our DREAMCATCHERS, our monthly, recurring donors:

Janeece Freeman Clark
The Budnick Family
Liz Freirich
Mike Hancock
Peter Harper
Sherry Hom
The McHugh Family

Sahirah Johnson
Christopher Joyce
Stacy Kilkenny
Kawanzaa King
Maureen Ludwig
Kerry Macpherson
Sara Mosle

Melani Wilson Smith
Ilene Silverman
The Sporn Cordero Family
Tracey Stephens
Jennifer Stoloff
The Simmons Family
Sonia Vora

We are forever grateful to the generosity of the Estate of Hazel Lindenbaum
and to our donors of $10K or more:

The Freeman Clark Family
The Ludwig Family
The Miranda-Crespo Family
The Mosle Family
The Sporn-Cordero Family
Ellen & Sam Sporn
Every dollar donated to the Erica Branch Ridley Scholarship Fund honors our dear friend and beloved board member, and helps assist deserving students who want to participate in our programs. Please give from your heart.

The Erica Branch Ridley Scholarship Fund

She remembered who she was, and the game changed.

~Lalah Deliah

Helping young artists realize their DREAMS

Erica Branch-Ridley, February 2, 1966 - September 16, 2019
UP NEXT ON THE MAINSTAGE:
Auditions in April!

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS:

Vanguard Theater Company
THEATER DAY CAMP!
Limited spots enroll today!
Ages 8-13
7/5 - 7/29
Montclair, NJ

Vanguard Theater Company
SUMMERSTOCK SLEEPAWAY CAMP
Limited spots enroll today!
Ages 12 - 19
7/24 - 8/15
West Milford, NJ

CONTACT EDU@DREAMVTC.ORG